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the leg of the controller card is next. this needs to be placed next to the leg of the bios chip so that it is
connected to the same leg of the flash chip. i started with the leg of the controller card to the leg of the
flash chip, but i couldnt get it to work. if you don't want to burn the game on a real dreamcast, then you

can download a cdi image from an online repository. you can get these on the internet in a variety of
formats, though it is best to choose a game which is compatible with your dreamcast and which hasn't
been altered by a modder or developer. it is possible to manually download and burn the cd-rom image

for a dreamcast-specific version, but it is rather time consuming and often produces a bootable disc
which does not function on a real dreamcast, which is the point of a cdi release in the first place. the

dreamcast.zip file that i've been referencing in my previous post is in fact a mame bios file, the same file
as i was using for the original boot sequence. i've used this file, and to create my bios flash image which
is described in the next section. the dreamcast bios is written to a portion of system ram which is only
accessible by the console. to make changes to this bios, you first need to save it to system memory on
your console. this can be done using a command which is included with the bios flash image itself or by

pressing start + a + l at the same time. you need to ensure that the sdcard is connected to the machine,
and that the sdcard is not removed. this command will save the current bios to your sdcard.
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The only issue Ive had with Dreamshell loading from a HDD is regarding the saving of game presets.
Then the boot parameters for a game are selected, you can save the options as a preset. This should
mean than when selecting the same game again should be quick and simple. Unfortunately There is

a problem with this currently and the preset does not load the right settings when Dreamshell is
booted from HDD. Options need to be selected each time. Its hoped the developer can resolve this at

some point. The preset feature works fine from SD cards apparently. On an SST, LPT0 is
automatically redirected to LPT1 when using the VGA connector. This is useful if the peripherals are
configured for LPT1 (which is on the CF slot). I can not use the VGA connector on the MMC slot, so I

am using the "invisible" LPT0 port that comes along with the BIOS based on the FPGA. You can
choose the system language from BIOS while loading. Under the "GRAPHICS" tab, the choices are

English, French, German, Italian and Spanish. The choices for input are Keyboard, Joysticks,
Keyboard + Joysticks, and Gamepads. The following options have been experimentally discovered to
be present with no apparent error messages and likely work as designed. The right USB port appears
to cause a power issue but the power brick works fine. The following options change things in some

way and all changes will be lost when rebooting. Do this at your own risk! In the zip file I have
included the boot_6o68.flp file (without any changes) that has the Lazy boot loader inside it which
means if you want to use this, all you need to do is rip out the bootloader and leave it inside the

BIOS. Otherwise, the only files you need to backup are the files in the folder and you can just save
the BIOS folder as.bin and just use it in Retroarch. 5ec8ef588b
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